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Maigret Di Tracey 2009 in February, Maddie was informed that the rocket to take him in exchange for Carter's matter is about to take
place, so the "smart" to declare their own season reimbursement, resulting in a deadlock. When Maddie recovered, he later
refrigerated retaliatory rocket, symbolic to he averaged 7 minutes. Then the Rockets said: do not buy the contract, but then do not let
play! Thus, Maddie and the Rockets broke and forced to leave. Notice, the rocket is in Maddie contract year so dry, what does it
mean? Bryant Kobe < p > as a popular superstar, sex scandal was referred to the court has already made Bryant humiliated, but no
more of the brain is -- Eagle County events occurred, Bryant has such to the police said: "I should do like Shaquille O'Neal, Shaquille
gave the money to a woman, the woman not disorderly speak." O'neal this answer back sarcastically: "a lot of people too romantic,
but never accused in court." Come home shorn! James Lebron why do they go to the Miami Lebron into a people cry? First, a move
in ESPN's live show (so invidious can not put up a pageantry,?) Arenas Gilbert confidence is not wrong, but the confidence to the
brain is silly . Gun incident has made stern wrath, arenas have more brain still behind: "generals" gun incident not only ridicule stern,
and intensify the before make shooting action. So the court, was suspended for 50 games, the "generals" since it is very difficult to
command. Marbury Stephen < p > once, unemployment in home Marbury is not only nude video chat, but also in front of the camera,
smoking marijuana, and sent a message to challenge Yao Ming: "the new season I must recline Yao." At that time Yao Ming has been
injured for the season due to injury...... In addition, the horse mouth also had been released the infamous' famous': "I know Jason Kidd
is very good, but I am conference's top point guard!" Artest Ron Artest punch beat Auburn Hills and kicks the fans...... Eventually,
Artest was suspended for 72 games, a loss of $5 million. A fist 5 million dollars, ha ha, the most precious in the history of the fist.
Need to express a point: after a season, Artest gains the best defensive player of the year award, the all star selection and averaged
24 points and a career high. Auburn Hills after the incident, Artest did not rise and fall. Howard Dwight if you are a public star, you
whoring thing was disclosed by the media, how would you respond? "World of Warcraft" Howard replied: "I let people know in order
to save their souls (prostitutes)......" Wow! Howard is really good at home ". A clumsy denial resulting in self-exposure! In fact, he can
keep silent, or push hands with Tai Chi >
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